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Use of the WS Wall Switch Blue Wire 

 

As described in the WS Wall Switch User Guide, the Blue wire when not used is wired to Line voltage. 

However, there are several applications that use the WS Wall switch Blue wire. This application note shows 

three uses of the Blue wire.  

 

In general, when line voltage is present on the blue wire, the WS Wall switch is fully operational. When the 

blue wire is not at line voltage then the WS Wall switch will be off and the fixtures it controls will be off. As 

described in the WS Wall Switch User Guide, when the wall switch powers on, the controlled fixtures will 

return to their last level with no action needed at the switch. This allows for an easy way to set a “generally 

used” level in these applications detailed below. 

 

Occupancy Sensor for room use 

An occupancy sensor line voltage output can be connected to the WS Wall switch blue wire. What happens is 

best shown by an example. 

1. A user in the room sets the lighting level using the wall switch paddle to 80% 

2. The user exits the room 

3. The occupancy sensor completes its timeout and seeing no motion, its line voltage output is off. This 

shuts off the power to the WS Wall Switch and the fixtures turn off 

4. A user enters the room 

5. The occupancy sensor detects motion and its line voltage output goes on and that turns on the WS 

Wall switch. This causes the fixtures to go back to their preset level – in this example 80% 

 

Photo sensor for control of outdoor lighting 

A photo sensor with a line voltage output can be connected to the WS Wall Switch blue wire. Again, what 

happens is best shown by an example: 

1. Assume that at some time in the past, the light level of the fixtures controlled by the WS Wall Switch 

were set to 70% 

2. Assume It’s daylight. The photo sensor line voltage output is off so that keeps the WS Wall switch and 

the fixtures it controls off. 

3. Now it becomes dark 

4. The photo sensor line voltage output goes ON and that turns on the WS Wall Switch which causes the 

fixtures to go back to their preset level - in this example 70% 

5. When it is daylight again, the photo sensor line voltage output will go off, turning off the WS Wall 

switch and the fixtures it controls. 
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Integrating a timer or building control into relay dimming 

A simple locally installed timer can also be connected to the WS Wall Switch blue wire. There are many kinds 

of these timers – from the older “turn the dial mechanical” types to the more sophisticated programmable 

timers. In either case when the timer is off, its line voltage output is off and the WS Wall switch and the 

controlled fixtures will be off. When the timer is ON, then the WS Wall switch will return fixtures to their 

preset level. 
 
##end## 


